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"Now, where else in the  world are you going to see cabaret's tallest 
artist and America's greatest playwright on the same stage, hmmm??" 
 
There's some fascinating news  in the Cabaret World: Jenny Vuletic 
(the former party above)  and Tennessee Williams (the latter party 
above) are the same  person! The reasons are numerous: their 
mothers had the same  reaction to their directions in theatre, they 
both come from  south west (America/ Australia) and it's a great 
premise for  a show by the irresistible mind and voice of Vuletic. 
 
At the cosy Kabarett Junction  in Bondi Junction, a glitzed Vuletic sets 
about convincing us  that she's Tennessee- stating the facts, crooning 
the proof.  Both her and Tennessee had a sense of being 'different' 
which  becomes the theme of the show- she tells us how it's important  
to turn difference to positive charm rather than hiding it or  hating it. 
In this fist act, Vuletic reveals us her world both  honestly and with 
humour. The head of NIDA told her that she'd  be "hard to cast for 
Juliet- if you know what I mean,"  instead she has played authority 
figures, police, truck drivers  and post op transgender (which leads her 
into a gutsy rendition  of Lady Marmalaide's 'Voulez vous coucher avec 
moi'). She tells  us of her childhood, recounting her bond with her 
Croatian grandfather  "we spoke fluent outsider" and her devastation 
on witnessing  his shop being burnt to the ground because of his 
nationality  (then creeps into an unexpected "Burning Down! the 
House"  with flavour of the month Matt Whittet). Despite her mother's  
first preferences of her becoming an opera singer (and is a great  
chance to rip into high and furious while satirical opera), she  has gone 
her own path and must. It is warming. 
 
For the second Act, Vuletic  is absent yet a familiar looking Tennessee 
Williams appears to  tell his story: getting his first writing 
commissions, moving  to New York, getting on the scene, drinking, 
writing, dating..  the flow between numbers is smoother than Act One 
and this act  truly enchants us. Vuletic's versatility is wonderful, she 
seduces  us with Vince Jones' 'Drinking Again' and sinks into blues, 
accompanied  by a fearsome Daryl Wallis on piano. These last 
numbers have  everyone swaying in their chairs, looking but glazing 
and thinking,  why is there not more Cabaret, why is Jenny Vuletic not 
doing  more shows? 



 
The only downfall of the show  is that afterwards we are swept briskly 
out of the venue. With  the enchanted bubble Vuletic so expertly 
created, it's a shock  to be out in a cold Bondi Mall and not drinking 
red wine, 
 mingling, discussing the shows and meeting strangers. 


